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ALL GOD'S CHILDREN
The fundamental truth of Christianity is the universality of the

human race, the universal love of God, and the indispensability of love

to every human being. This truth is being driven home in these days

as never before in history. The war has sharpened the issue of the

relatedness of people. We now know that there can be no isolated

people, race, color or class. The warmth of affection must be shared

to be enjoyed, and this without regard to race, color or class. The

story of home missions is a story of the Church in its attempt to

make this love of God and love of man applicable in all human rela-

tions and especially in the depressed areas of life, among people who

have been despised, neglected or discriminated against.

The problem of race relations is a problem that can be solved only

as Christianity holds sway. But the problem of race relations cannot

be solved by pious talk and even noble declarations. It must be put

into action, and that is what home missions has been doing. More-

over, race relations problems will only be solved as these various

races, groups and classes are themselves lifted to a higher level or,

better still, as they are able to lift themselves.

To this end home missions is making available schools, hospitals,

social service and the preaching and teaching ministry to those groups

in America which all too long have been at the bottom of the social

scale. Indians, Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Japanese, Mexicans, migrants,

sharecroppers, and all other nationality and language and economically

impoverished groups are an important part of the ministry of home

missions. These are all God's children, and in order that they may

all share with the rest of us the best things of life the Home Mission

Boards are seeking to make Christ known and experienced among

them.

Mark A. Dawber
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NEGROES

"In the history of the United States the Negro has faced two crises.

The first came when 3,500,000 freed slaves were dumped into a com-
petitive world for which they had no training. . . . The second crisis

is with us now, when 2,500,000 southern Negroes are here in the north

to stay, bringing with them neither the aptitudes nor the attitudes

necessary for city life."

Cleo Blackburn, 1 former research associate of Tuskeegee Institute,

knows whereof he speaks, for as director of Flanner House, Indian-

apolis, Indiana, he has handled many adjustments in the city which has

the greatest percentage of Negro population north of the Mason and

Dixon line—65,000 Negroes to some 335,000 whites. And he points out

that the Negro who comes from the cotton fields of Alabama to the

factories of Indianapolis, is faced with a greater readjustment problem

than the Italian who comes from industrial Milan to industrial America,

in spite of the linguistic difficulties of the latter.

As is true in other industrial centers, a large number of the new-

comers are former field hands, many of whom are illiterate, under-

nourished, bitter about their past and fearful of their future. White
residents of the communities into which they have moved view their

coming with distaste or alarm. Even among the established residents

of their own race they find, not welcome but sullen resentment, lest

their arrival create new unfriendliness in the white majority.

The Negro worker was able to improve his position greatly during

the war years when the demand for manpower exceeded the available

supply ;
but, in spite of the government's encouragement of fair employ-

ment practices, in many places the Negro was the last hired. Whether

or not he will be the first fired remains to be seen.

1—Riis, Roger William and Waldron, Webb, "Fortunate City," Survey Graphic,
August, 1945, p. 340.

Dr. Helen V. McLean, clinical associate at the Chicago Institute for

Psychoanalysis,2 notes that, paradoxically, resentment in the Negro has
mounted at the very time when he was enjoying the economic pros-
perity of the war period. She believes that his increasing resentment
has been balanced by this greater prosperity but wonders what will

hold his resentment in check if he finds himself jobless again.

His attitude is not hard to explain. In 1941-42 the National Urban
League made a survey of the willingness of personnel managers to

employ Negroes. Reasons for not wishing to do so were legion. Most
common were the following : "Negroes never applied ; whites and blacks
can't mix on the same job; haven't time or money to build separate
toilets; no trained Negroes are available; they are racially unequipped
for skilled work; the union won't have them; don't like Negroes and
don't want them around; this is a rush job and we haven't time for
equipment."3

Later, investigators for the President's Fair Employment Practices

Committee heard the same reasons, with variations, as well as a number
of others for not upgrading Negroes already employed. One Pennsyl-
vania company that had relaxed its restrictions slightly said that
it could go no further because, "This company doesn't want to become
known as the Negro company—the only firm in the city that gives

Negroes skilled or white-collar jobs."'* Negroes wanting skilled or
white-collar jobs were bitter over being told they would be sent for

when they were needed, for they knew that they would never be called.

One applicant actually saw an interviewer tear up his application at the

2—"Psychodynamic Factors in Race Relations", The Annals of the American Acad-
emy of Political and Social Science, March, 1946, p. 159.

3—Granger, Lester P., "Barriers To Negro War Employment", The Annals of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science, v. 223, September, 1942, p. 74.

4—Haas, Francis J. and Flemina, G. James, "Personnel Practices and Wartime
Changes", Ibid, March, 1946, p. 49.
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very time he was making this promise, whereupon the Negro reached

over to rescue his photograph before that, too, was torn to shreds.5

Labor Union Attitudes Toward Negroes
Among unions policies vary, but discriminatory unions fall into three

classes: (1) those excluding Negroes by a color bar in their constitu-

tions; (2) those which habitually exclude Negroes by common consent;

and (3) unions which admit Negroes to a "second class" type of

membership with no voice in union affairs and no opportunity for

advancement. 6 In addition, there are certain laissez-faire unions which

usually admit all races to membership but permit employers almost

complete freedom in job assignments. 7

Most of the equalitarian unions which not only admit Negroes to

membership, but also attempt to improve their employment and occu-

pational status are industrial unions whose strength depends upon their

ability to enroll all workers in a given industry. The C.I.O. automo-

bile and steel worker's unions come under this heading. Craft unions

on the other hand monopolize a particular skill. There are craft unions

in which Negroes are strong enough numerically to obtain reasonably

equitable treatment as a price for their cooperation. The most notable

examples are the A.F.L.'s bricklayers' and plasterers' unions.8

Leaders of aqualitarian unions have been clever enough to see that

they need the Negroes and very often the constitutions of such unions

provide for fining members found guilty of discriminating against

their fellow workers on racial grounds.9

Political and Social Discrimination

Economic insecurity is not the Negro's only grievance. The Fif-

teenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States declares

that the right of suffrage shall not be denied to any individual because

of "race, color, or previous condition of servitude," yet in many states

the poll tax and ingenious jugglings of literacy requirements circum-

5—Ibid, p. SO.
6—Northrup, Herbert R., "Unions and Negro Employment", Ibid, p. 45.
7—Ibid, p. 43.
8—Ibid, p. 44.
9—Ibid.

vent the spirit of the amendment even where there are no literal color

bars in the election laws.

Forms of social discrimination are well known—the Negro is barred,

in many places, from certain hotels, restaurants, and even hospitals

;

he is required to sit in the less desirable sections of theaters, trains,

buses, and other public conveyances ; is confined by "restrictive coven-

ants" among landlords and real estate dealers, to certain residential

sections where he very often pays higher than the prevailing rent for

inferior accommodations.

Schools in the South follow a strict segregation pattern. Elsewhere

Negroes and whites attend the same schools though this does not mean
that there are no problems. An observer discovered that in many
northern schools with a large proportion of Negro students, almost

75% of the girls were found to be specializing in dressmaking and
domestic science. Only a few were taking academic or commercial

courses, the principal reason being that advisers openly discouraged

Negro girls from taking such courses because "opportunities are not

open to Negro girls in the commercial field."!"

The following is an extract from the report of the Mayor's Com-
mission on Conditions in Harlem, 1936 : "The problem of giving voca-

tional guidance to the Negro children of Harlem is especially diffi-

cult even for the fair-minded educational advisor. As one seemingly

conscientious and intelligent advisor put the problem : Should she

direct Negro children to lines of occupation according to their intelli-

gence or interest, although it was known that Negroes were not

employed in such occupations ; or should she, taking into consideration

this fact, direct them into fields in which they would be likely to find

employment?" 11

In order to obtain a broad overview of steps which American edu-

cators are taking to solve the problem of intercultural relations in the

schools, Theodore Brameld 12 and Eleanor Fish.13 made a survey of

12—Professor of Educational Philosophy at the University of Minnesota, and special
consultant of the Bureau for Intercultural Education, New York.

13—Editor of The Bureau for Intercultural Education, and former editorial assist-
ant for Harcourt, Brace & Company.

10—Dubois, Rachel Davis—, Build Together Americans, Hinds, Hayden & Eldredge,
Inc., New York, 1945, p. 121.

11—Ibid, p. 121.



seven representative school systems scattered from coast to coast,

though none were in the deep South.

Dr. Brameld and Miss Fish discovered that students belonging to

minority groups, including Negroes, were elected as officers of classes,

clubs, and other organizations, a tendency which they described as

"a wholesome manifestation of the indigenous desire on the part of

youngsters to be democratic."!'* All seven systems had interracial

sports and some musical activities, but interracial dancing was all

but unheard of above the junior high school level, and interracial

swimming was also infrequent.

All seven of the systems studied have mixed faculties, but this

includes two systems with only a single Negro in otherwise white

staffs of two individual schools. Negro teachers are almost always found

in schools with the largest proportion of Negro children, and usually

teach only those of their own race. Of the seven systems only two
had Negro teachers teaching all-white classes. Seven Negro principals

and two assistant principals were found in the entire area studied. 15

Dr. Brameld and Miss Fish were particularly distressed by the

overlooking in the field of practice-teaching, of many opportunities

for enriching intercultural education. Opportunities for practice-

teaching by Negro students in white districts and vice versa are very

limited and, when they do exist, appear to be confined to the "better"

schools rather than those where interracial tensions or intercultural

problems are acute. In one system Negro students do not get their

practice-teaching in the local schools at all, but are sent to another

town, either more liberal or less able to protest. 16

Almost invariably the carry-over between school and community
is inadequate. As a result, the school teaches the child devotion to

the American ideal of equality, but much of its work is undone by

14—Brameld and Fish, "School Administration and Intercultural Relations", The
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science, op. cit., p. 30.

15— Ibid, p. 29.

1 6—Ibid.

prejudices which the child absorbs from parents and neighbors." A
Home Missions Council worker, an intelligent, attractive, capable

Negro woman, remarked that although many white children had been

friendly with her in the grades and throughout high school, they

passed her by with cold stares as soon as the high school commence-

ment was over.

Many southern papers will not print stories concerning Negroes and

their achievements because editorial policy forbids them to give mem-

bers of the minority group the courtesy titles of Mr., Mrs., and Miss.

One Mississippi paper refused to print an advertisement for Black Boy,

Richard Wright's autobiography which was a Book-of-the-Month Club

selection, despite the fact that Richard Wright was born in that city

and is regarded in many quarters as the most distinguished citizen

which the community has produced.

"All available evidence from clinicians points to a marked increase

of hypertension among Negroes." Dr. McLean views this tendency as

indicative of an unconscious desire on their part to master the hos-

tility which discretion commands them to control. She believes that

chronic rage produces a hypertension which eventually results in patho-

logical changes which bring about a consistently high blood pressure. 19

In the North, where the Negro's theoretical freedom is greater, his

security is frequently less than in the South where his status, though

low, is never in doubt. This means that the northern Negro is faced

with the constant necessity of discriminating between what is open

to him in theory and what he can actually attain. If he chooses the

course of least resistance, he lives in semi-starvation in inadequate

quarters. If he struggles upward, he must judge each move, not only

in the light of his ambitions and capabilities, but also in regard to its

effect upon the white group. The result is what Dr. McLean calls an

"emotional merry-go-round" which absorbs a large part of his emo-

tional energy.20

17—Ibid, p. 33.

19—Ibid, p. 161.

20—Ibid.
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Gifted individuals may sublimate their rage, anxiety, and tension in

aesthetic, scientific, or sociological achievement, but the majority of

Negroes are forced by circumstances and by their own personal limita-

tions to seek anti-social outlets for their emotional insecurity. Among
these are self-destruction and crime. The Negro alcoholic and drug

addict are familiar examples of the former, and the latter find more

than adequate mention in the lurid headlines of sensational news-

papers.2 ! Many whites, while not condoning such actions and habits,

understand that they are not inherent biological weaknesses of a race

but symptoms of a sickness in society.

Another destructive outlet for pent-up feelings is the race riot. This

results, however, not only from an overflow of resentment in the Negro

but also, and even more frequently, from the fearful, insecure white

man's efforts to find a scapegoat for his own inadequacy in a reeling

world.

A Negro sociologist has said, "We do not suffer from persecution so

much as from nothingness. We are not proud enough of our group."

But E. Franklin Frazier in The Negro Family in Chicago points out

several ways in which members of the minority group are attempting

to bolster their pride—stressing their descent from those who bought

their freedom or who escaped from slavery, recalling that their parents

or grand-parents were trusted house servants of noted whites, men-

tioning relatives who have pioneered in fields previously closed to

Negroes.

What The Council Is Doing

"The greatest contribution that can be made to better race relations

is to help raise the level of the minority groups so that they can take

their rightful place among all people without fear or favor. This is

what missions is trying to do in its program among minority groups.

Such a program needs to be accelerated greatly in the days immedi-

ately ahead." These words of Dr. Mark A. Dawber describe briefly

what the Council is trying to do to improve relations between Negroes

21—Ibid, p. 160.

and other ethnic groups. The specific method differs according to the

needs of the particular people for whom the work is planned.

Speaking for the Committee on City and Bilingual Work, Channing

A. Richardson, chairman, says, "We are concerned to make possible

better race relations, but we are convinced that the best single contri-

bution . . . will be to lift the level of the Negro people, and the Negro

church is the best instrument to do that."

In Brooklyn a program is already getting started under the direction

of the Rev. Robert B. Dokes, a recently discharged Army chaplain,

and his wife, Carol E. Dokes who has worked for the Council in

several areas. The territory to be served has eighteen Negro churches,

many of which have moved in since 1939, and are under terrific

financial strain to pay for their newly acquired properties.

Objectives of this new program are: (1) To discover the social and

religious needs of the area involved; (2) to ascertain the needs of

the churches and appraise them in terms of the ministry and program

of each church ; (3) to make contact with the churches in order to win

their confidence; (4) to find ways and means of creating a coopera-

tive ministry among the churches; (S) to arrange leadership training

opportunities for ministers, Sunday school teachers and leaders of

youth work, women's work, recreational work, and those who are

reaching the unchurched
; (6) to relate the social agencies to the church.

Similar programs are being planned for the San Francisco Bay area

and for Indianapolis.

In a smaller city, a Council worker was able to open many doors for

the Negro minority. Recreational, cultural, and religious facilities were

made available. The worker was also instrumental in having the

O.P.A. cut the exorbitant rents which many of the newcomers were

paying. The presence of a large number of Negro soldiers from a

nearby Army air base had brought its problems because the men knew

of only low-type places of recreation. The Council worker secured

for dozens of officers and men, the facilities of the white Y.M.C.A.

for wholesome recreation. Despite the fact that Negroes moving in

from the South had a deadly fear of the law, many of them found



themselves constantly in trouble. Through interviews with the law

enforcement officials, the Council worker arranged for them to call

her when members of the minority group were arrested. A better

relationship between the newcomers and the police resulted from these

efforts.

In the same place, a group of teen-age Negro boys and girls were

invited to attend a worship and fellowship service in one of the large

white churches. Here they mingled with young people of their own

age and discovered many common interests. Realizing that race prob-

lems are solved more easily with young people than with adults, the

Council worker stressed activities in youth groups, but she also spent

much time in speaking before white women's organizations, inter-

preting the needs and ideas of the newcomers. She secured permis-

sion to use a small park for services and other activities. The sound

equipment on her car attracted the attention of passers-by and as a

result both Negroes and whites were drawn to her sunset services

and children of both groups attended her Vacation Bible School. The

community was known to have racial tensions, yet no sign of an out-

burst occurred while this Negro worker was there.

The Negro church of the rural south appears to be the logical insti-

tution to raise the level of the Negro sharecropper. There is, how-

ever, a serious drawback which Dr. Ralph Felton, of Drew University,

once pointed out. "The trouble with the Negro church," he said, "is

that the pastor who should be the leader is behind the procession. The

average rural preacher got out of school twenty-five years ago. Since

that time nearly every county in the South has built a centralized high

school for the young people to whom this minister must preach.

Every southern state has an agricultural college which trains farmers,

county agents, home economics teachers, and teachers of vocational

agriculture." Dr. Felton thinks that these advances tend to give the

rural preachers an inferiority complex.22

Five years ago, recognizing this problem, the Council began to ex-

periment in one area, with one worker, to see what could be done to

improve the status of the rural Negro church, with special concern for

22—Mortgaged Lives, Home Missions Council Pamphlet, 1945, p. 12.

the sharecropper. By 1946 nine full-time, well-trained workers were

serving five states, and twelve graduate students were in training to

fill positions waiting for them in schools and colleges in which the

Council helps to develop departments for training in rural religious

leadership.

The first year of this program, the Council held three institutes in

which they gave training to 200 Negro ministers. In 1945 there were

48 institutes with about 2,000 ministers and rural women in attendance.

The women's institutes were all one-week meetings. The length of the

pastors' institutes varied. Many of them were one-week institutes, but

one was two weeks, one three, and one six weeks in length. Prac-

tically all of the persons attending, both pastors and women, merited

and received scholarships covering the cost of room and board, not

exceeding $5 a week per person. These were awarded by the Council.

For some of the institutes, such as those at Virginia Union University

and Johnson Rural School in Mississippi, the Council served as co-

sponsor with an institution or denominational agency. Elsewhere, as

at Fisk University, the Council assisted in institutes conducted by other

agencies, supplying teachers, providing scholarships, arranging cur-

ricula, and giving technical direction.

Many courses are offered, stressing church beautification, finances,

the role of the church in making the community more Christian, as

well as sermonizing and Bible study. The women's institutes stress

Christian family life.

Finances are always a problem in congregations made up largely or

entirely of sharecroppers but in many cases the Lord's Acre plan

has been introduced with good results. In some communities, par-

ticularly one in Georgia, landowners have been exceedingly cooperative

in permitting land to be used for this purpose.24

Negro Migrants

The sharecropper's lot is not a happy one but he has at least a toe-

hold on the land and is therefore, a step above the agricultural migrant

24

—

Mortgaged Lives, op. cit., p. 13.



who moves from crop to crop without a permanent home. The racial

make-up of migrant groups differs in various parts of the country

but usually there are some Negroes, and in some areas, Negroes are

in the majority. Many are native Americans but, particularly during

the war years, there were also large numbers of imported agricultural

workers from the Bahamas, Jamaica, and elsewhere in the Carribean

area.

Because of their unsettled existence, many of the migrants experi-

ence difficulty in keeping their children in school. The Council has

devised various means of solving this problem. At King Ferry, New
York, the eighty-seven Negro children were taken into the local school.

In Ontario, of the same state, a school was organized on the camp

ground and was taught by a Council worker who was a licensed

teacher.

As elsewhere in its program, the Council endeavors to help the

migrants, white and Negro, through creative fellowship which pre-

vents the development of interracial tensions, or eases those already

in existence. It proved successful in a section of New York State

where migrants of Italian descent had previously shown distinct ani-

mosity toward the Florida Negroes with whom they were working.

The Migrant Staff develops the program through the democratic

planning of the migrants themselves. Committees arrange recreational

activities and the religious life of the group. Leadership within the

migrant camps is trained to assume definite responsibility. While the

migrant people are guided to adopt Christian standards for their

family and group life, the community served by the transient agricul-

tural workers is also challenged through local ministers and repre-

sentative laymen. Through understanding them adjustments are made
to serve their needs by adequately providing for them in the business,

educational, social and religious life of the area.

When migrant people have the encouragement of the local people,

their attitude, quality of workmanship, and conduct improve accord-

ingly. It is significant to see the glow of spirituality which enriches

the church life of groups who enter into such missionary effort as

sharing their choirs, materials and facilities, and genuine friendliness.

Where strong local committees are at work, better living and work-

ing arrangements usually result, and barriers yield to protection and
more sympathetic relations with the Negroes. People who may have

been thought of as problems become possibilities when dealt with

in the spirit of love.

The World Day of Prayer Offerings through the years have pro-

vided Christian leaders who have served the migrant groups as they

harvest the crops across the nation. It is inspiring to the Negro
migrants to be included in the world-wide fellowship of prayer. They
meet in large and small groups wherever they are, in sincere worship.

A small group of parents with their children gathered at dusk in a

cabin near a drainage canal in Florida. Candles burning on a crude

hand-fashioned altar lit their reverent faces as their missionary led

them in the observance. The service was adapted to provide for par-

ticipation of little children as well as parents and grandmothers. The
spirit of God lifted hearts in praise and petition as this group of

Christian workmen blended their voices in singing "Blest be the tie

that binds our hearts in Christian love."

The Home Missions Council of North America sends well-trained

Negro social workers and ministers into migrant areas to befriend and

bring together the migrants into a cooperative and effective relationship

to each other through the medium of Bible study, prayer services, and

group worship. The program provides child care centers, personal

counselling, arbitration in worker-employer relationships, recreational

activities, and leadership training. The staff members represent a

number of denominations and have received their training in prepar-

ation for this missionary task in outstanding mission schools, colleges

and seminaries. In the course of a year they contact the same migrants

in several different states, harvesting a variety of different crops.

What Others Are Doing

Indianapolis, with a huge influx of southern Negroes and with ves-

tiges of the ugly Ku Klux Klan spirit of the '20's lurking beneath the

surface, is the scene of an interesting experiment in interracial rela-
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tionships.25 The movement of the city's Negro population was north-

westward toward a slum already overcrowded, so Cleo Blackburn,

director of Flanner House, determined that there on the edge of the

slum was the place for the desperatly needed new home of the welfare
and recreation agency he had been chosen to head. He finally chose as

the site a wrecked tile factory and it was at his suggestion that the

group erected their own building, using some 2,000,000 bricks from
the abandoned plant. The story of Flanner House abounds in tales of
interracial cooperation.

For the difficult task of sorting and cleaning bricks, Mr. Blackburn
enlisted some of his own people who were assisted by white neighbors

and a work camp of the American Friends Service Committee. One
afternoon a policeman pacing his beat stopped to stare at a Negro
woman and a white woman side by side cleaning brick. He went
home and told his wife what he had seen and the next afternoon she

took her place among the workers. A Kentucky manufacturer, shocked
when his daughter wrote him what she was doing, rushed North to

snatch her back home—and stayed to clean brick beside her.2^

Mr. Blackburn gets the same amazing results in his efforts to assist

newcomers from the South in making a successful adjustment to the

requirements of urban life. When an Indianapolis factory wanted
girls to sew parachutes, Flanner House picked and trained 50 Negro
girls—not only to sew, but also to get along with other people, with

no manifestation of the brashness that often masks a lack of genuine

self-confidence. These girls did so well that the company, on its own
initiative, hired 100 more Negro girls. Almost immediately there was
an epidemic of squabbles between Negro and white girls, and with

the foremen. The factory had to fire almost all of the new group,

and thereafter conformed to the standards which Mr. Blackburn and
his Flanner House associates had set.2? An organization has been
formed in Los Angeles to encourage the use of an emblem which,

25—Riis, Roger William and Waldron, Webb, "Fortunate City", op. cit, p. 339.
26—Ibid.

27—Ibid.

when displayed in public places, will tell Negroes they are welcome.28

Dr. Will Durant is president of the group which plans to supply "We
Welcome All" stickers for distribution by organizations willing to do

something to improve race relationships.

The Intercultural Education Workshop of which Mrs. Rachel Davis-

Dubois is director, has sponsored many experiments in fellowship on

both the adult and adolescent levels, such as a "Get Together Ameri-

cans" party held at Public School 16S, New York. Mrs. Dubois feels

that social gatherings of Negroes and whites of the same cultural and

professional level are excellent means of promoting better relationships

between the two races.30 To show how completely racial lines can be

forgotten, she relates with delight the story of a time when she took

a group of white teachers to meet with an equal number of Negro

teachers in the home of one of her friends, a Boston Negress. Both

groups were surprised that they got along so well. Later, when all of

the guests had gone and Mrs. Dubois, a white woman, was helping

her friend with the dishes, the Negro teacher remarked, "Well,

Rachel, now that the white folks have gone, let's have a good time."31

Forward Steps

March, 1946 was a red-letter period in race relations for, within

the space of a few days, three major Christian organizations issued

statements disavowing "Jim Crowism" in their ranks.

The Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America, at a meet-

ing in Columbus, Ohio, made a full renunciation of "the pattern of

segregation in race relations as unnecessary and undesirable and a

violation of the Gospel of love and human brotherhood." Having

taken this action, the Federal Council requested its constituent com-

munions to do likewise. 32

28—"A Negro Also Has to Eat", Christian Century, February 20, 1946. The group
called Declaration of Interdependence, Inc., may be adddressed at 112 South
La Brea Avenue, Los Angeles 36, Calif.

30—The Friends Intelligencer, January 13, 1945.

31—Ibid.
32—Interracial News Service, Department of Race Relations, Federal Council of

Churches of Christ in America, Vol. 17, No. 2, March-April, 1946.



Delegates to the 17th Annual Convention of the Young Women's

Christian Association, meeting in Atlantic City the first week in March,

voted complete integration of Negro women and girls into the Asso-

ciation's activities, and recommended a 35-point program suggesting

means by which this might be accomplished.33

A week later, before approximately 2000 delegates attending the

45th International Convention of the Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion, a resolution was adopted calling on all local Y.M.CA. groups in

the United States and Canada, urging that "all men without regard

to racial or national origin, share justly and equally according to

merit in our rich social, economic, cultural, and political heritage."34

Also in March, Mayor O'Dwyer appointed a Negro, the Rev. John

M. Coleman, to the New York City Board of Higher Education. Mr.

Coleman, minister, social worker, and student of community and inter-

racial relations, is rector of St. Philip's Episcopal church, Brooklyn.

In commenting on the appointment, the editor of one of the metro-

politan newspapers wrote, "Our municipal colleges are a force for

better community relations among all races. They number among

their faculty members some outstanding Negro educators. A Negro

member of their board of twenty-one is sure to be a voice for better

understanding, for a greater awareness of the Negro's contribution to

our common culture."3 '

Even earlier, the Oregon Council of Church Women, meeting in

Portland, adopted a fivepoint program of action urging: (1) classes

to be held among law enforcement officers for the furtherance of

racial tolerance; (2) a state-wide committee on Negro-white relations

to be appointed by the governor, such committee to be closely inte-

grated into the activities of a local committee on Negro-white relations

to be appointed by the mayor; (3) enactment of a civil rights bill by

the forthcoming legislation; (4) enactment of a state and city FEPC;
equality in employment of Negro and white persons in city and state

civil service positions."3*

33—Ibid.
34—Ibid.
35—New York Times, March 6, 1942.
36—Interracial News Service, op. cit.

Particularly significant, since it comes from a southern state, is the

decision of the South Carolina diocese of the Protestant Episcopal

Church, granting to Negro delegates the right to vote in the general

convention of the church. Clerical delegates to the annual meeting

held in February favored the proposed constitutional change 22 to 1,

and lay delegates voted 42 to 10.

An impressive Interracial-Interchurch service was held on Febru-

ary 10, 1946 at the Cathedral of St. John the Divine, unde the auspices

of the Interracial Fellowship of Greater New York. In his sermon Dr.

Howard Thurman, Dean of the Chapel at Howard University, made

this highly significant statement: "There can be no love among men

even on the most intimate levels of their experience, if they are not

alive to each other, if they are unable to have a sense of what is

vital to, and within, another. This is the authentic basis of respect

for personality. In essence, it means meeting people where they are,

and treating them there as if they were where they ought to be. By

so doing, one places a crown over their heads that, for the rest of

their lives, they are trying to grow tall enough to wear."38

God placed such a crown above our heads when He permitted us

to address Him as "Our Father." God's children, can we do less in

our relations with each other?

What Your Church Can Do

1. Cooperate with the Federal Council of Churches in its

effort to banish "Jim Crow" from the church.

2. Support local organizations that are working toward a

more equitable interracial relationship.

3. Cooperate with intercultural programs in the public

schools.

4. Join with other churches in sponsoring some form of

intercultural activity.

38—Copies of this sermon. Apostles of Sensitiveness, may he secured from the Inter-

racial Fellowship of Greater New York, 564 W. 160th Street, New York 32, N.Y.
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S. Join with other church groups, or with the local Minis-

terial Association, in bringing to the attention of local restaurant

owners, etc., the "We Welcome All" emblem of the "Declara-

tion of Interdependence, Inc."

What You Can Do

1. Treat Negroes as you would wish to be treated if you

belonged to a minority group, making personal friends of as

many as possible.

2. If you are an employer, consider the Negro on a merit

basis when he applies for a position.

3. Back up your employer if he seeks to give Negroes a

square deal.

4. See that your labor union does not discriminate against

Negroes.

5. Write letters to the editor of your local papers, praising

efforts to create better race relations, and condemning overt

acts of discrimination.

JAPANESE AMERICANS
The final liquidation of the War Relocation Authority, June 30,

1946, brought to an end an episode in our history which we as

Americans cannot view with pride in spite of any justification which

it may have had from the standpoint of military expediency. The

closing of the relocation centers 1 has been followed by a resettling

of Japanese Americans evacuated from the western coastal areas of

the United States early in 1942. Some of these have returned to the

1

—

On December 1, 1945, only Title Lake center in northern California remained
open. Tule Lake internees eligible for relocation had been receiving clearance
ever since the cessation of hostilities, and the remainder were being held at Tulc
Lake pending transfer to internment camps or repatriation to Japan. Tom Matsu-
moto discusses these people and their problems at some length in BEYOND PREJU-
DICE, p. 135, #.

states where they claimed residence prior to Pearl Harbor, some are

still in a state of transition, and the remainder have settled in other

parts of the United States, Hawaii, or Alaska. The record is still

incomplete at the time this is being written but the picture is definite

enough to show certain tendencies.

In the first place, although the concentration is heaviest on the

West Coast, only slightly more than half of the evacuated people have

returned to California, Washington, Oregon, and the southern half

of Arizona. Those seeking to reestablish themselves elsewhere are

spread over many states in varying degrees of concentration, but

Illinois, Colorado, Utah, Ohio, Idaho, Michigan, New York, New
Jersey, and Minnesota have proved to be the most popular states.

Only Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont, and
West Virginia have no Japanese Americans.2

This diffusion means that people accustomed to thinking of the

"Japanese" problem as one affecting the West Coast only, or of the

Japanese American himself as a figure scarcely more real than a

James Fenimore Cooper Indian, will see these newcomers moving into

their own communities and neighborhoods. For conscientious church

members in forty-three states it means, too, that the problem will be

not merely a study topic but a challenge to be met or an opportunity

lost.

Incidents like the following bear tragic witness to the fact that

churches have not always been alive to a sense of their mission. A
Japanese-American minister took two Nisei girls, one a Buddhist, to

a western church. Here he introduced them to the pastor who prom-

ised to have some of his young people call on them. Weeks passed,

however, and no one visited the Nisei girls. When the Japanese

American minister investigated, he discovered that the pastor had

warned his congregation that "these Japs" were coming to church

only for the sake of what they could find out and that they would soon

"take over" if they were admitted to church fellowship. Yet this very

man who had proved too shortsighted to see the opportunity presented

2—Myer, Dillon S., War Relocation Authority, "Towards the True Meaning of
Democracy," Resettlement Bulletin, April, 1946, p. 3.
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by one Buddhist in his own city, was preaching sermons advocating

the post-war evangelization of Japan P

Disloyalty Disproven

Even during the war years the implications of the evacuation

prompted one author to write: "Can it be that the Japanese tend to

be so much more disloyal to America than the Germans or Italians?

Or is this another evidence of race prejudice that fastens responsi-

bility upon an easily identified element in the population for the

actions of their nationals abroad or for characteristics supposedly

in nature? One senses that the evacuation of the Japanese from the

West Coast, however necessary or advisable from the military stand-

point, is another episode in our history that will return to plague us

for generations to come."*

Two government spokesmen have answered the first question with

an unqualified "no". As early as April 20, 1942, Assistant Attorney

General Rowe said, "Mr. John Edgar Hoover, director of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation, has informed me that there was no sabotage

committed [in Hawaii] prior to December 7, on December 7, or sub-

sequent to that time."5

On April 26, 1944, while the controversy over the opening of the

Brooklyn Hostel was at its height, Harold L. Ickes, then Secretary

of the Interior, issued a statement deploring Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia's

attack on the project. This statement read in part, "Actually there

has not been one proved case of sabotage on the part of a Japanese

American since the war began, not even in Hawaii."6

Among the first American soldiers to fall at Schofield Barracks

during the raid on December 7 was Private Torao Migita.7 He was

one of more than 5000 citizens of Japanese ancestry in the armed

3—-Matsumoto, Toru, Beyond Prejudice, Fellowship Press, 1946, p. 68.

4—Miller, Kenneth D., We Who Are America.

5—Matsumoto, op. cit., p. 52.

6—Matsumoto, p. 32.

7—They Work For Victory, edited and published by The Japanese American Citizens
League, p. 7.

forces at that time, and although the Army and Navy promptly

refused to accept any more Japanese Americans, either as volunteers

or as selectees, the status of those previously inducted remained un-

changed. When the War Department reversed its policy on January

28, 1943 eager Nisei who had been waiting for just such an oppor-

tunity, flocked to recruiting offices in Hawaii and on the mainland of

the United States. Former National Guard members of Hawaii made
up the personnel of the 100th Infantry Battalion which went to North

Africa in August, 1943 and won distinction in the subsequent invasions

of Sicily and Italy.8

Nicknamed the "Purple Heart Battalion," this group won more
awards than any other unit of its size : two presidential unit citations

;

three Legion of Merit awards ; nine Distinguished Service Crosses

;

44 Silver Stars; 31 Bronze Stars; more than 1000 Purple Hearts.9

It was joined later in the Italian campaign by the 442nd Combat Team,

composed of Nisei soldiers from relocation centers and elsewhere in

the United States. These two units had more than 900 casualties, no

AWOL's, and six men who jumped hospital to return to the front. 10

One Nisei soldier, Private First Class Sadea S. Munemorill of

Los Angeles, California, a combat infantry man who was killed in

action in Italy, was awarded posthumously the Congressional Medal

of Honor, the nation's highest military decoration. Singlehanded,

Private Munemori destroyed two German machine guns, killed three

and wounded two of the gunners, and then gave his life by hurling

himself upon an exploding grenade in order to save his companions.

"Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for

his friends."

Japanese American soldiers also played their part in the Pacific.

One, who gave his life on Leyte, was among sixteen Nisei whose

8—Matsumoto, p. 120.

9—Time, Vol. 47, No. 5, Feb. 4, 1946, p. 24.

10—Ibid.

1 1—Social Science Institute, Fisk University, A Monthly Summary of Events and
Trends in Race Relations, April, 1946, p. 288.
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names were erased from the American Legion Honor Roll in Hood
River, Oregon. 12 In the Pacific area, Japanese Americans translated

and analysed captured Japanese documents, questioned prisoners, and
even crossed no man's land to talk to the enemy in their own language
and try to induce them to come out of their caves and surrender.

Those in front-line duty ran a double risk since they were exposed,
not only to enemy fire, but also to the possibility of being mistaken
for the enemy by their brothers-in-arms. 13

Another important service was digging up evidence and serving as

interpreters for the trials of war criminals. Marine Major Harley D.

Pratt has even gone so far as to say, "If it were not for the Nisei,

there would be no war crimes trials."!'*

A Matter of Race

With the coming of peace, the prejudice based on racial affinity to

the enemy tends to disappear but that which has its origin in skin

color and economic pressure remains. The old bogey of cheap labor

and a lower standard of living has given way to a fear of the Japa-
nese American as a full-fledged business competitor, especially where
salesmanship is involved. This feeling is particularly strong on the

West Coast, where it manifests itself in discriminatory practices.

Both before and after the war people of Japanese ancestry found
themselves up against "restrictive covenants" which prevent them from
buying or renting houses except in certain sections. This practice

results in the establishment of "little Tokyos" which become over-

crowded and liable to the social problems which thrive in the unwhole-

some atmosphere of congested areas. The effect upon young people

who have been passing through the critical years of adolescence in

an abnormal situation, with parental controls in abeyance, is not hard

to imagine. Nor does one need to rely upon imagination, for two

12—Matsumoto, op. cit., p. 125. These names were later restored. The Hood River
Ministerial Association and the National Commander of the American Legion
were among those advocating their restoration.

13—Time, op. cit., Feb., 4, p. 24

14—Ibid.

observers 13 have already noticed among teen-age Japanese Americans

and those in their early twenties an increasing delinquency and tendency

toward lawlessness which they attribute directly to the unnatural life

of relocation centers, with its resultant and abrupt weakening of

family authority. Juvenile delinquency was rare in Japanese com-

munities before the war.

Not only is the Japanese American limited in his choice of living

quarters, but also in his manner of earning a living. Like the Negro,

he is often the last hired and the first fired and in some localities his

opportunities for employment are confined to domestic service and

farm labor. In Denver, for example, licenses have been refused to

would-be purchasers of hotels, eating places, soft-drink parlors, and

cleaning establishments. 16 In the same city, Japanese girls are not

admitted to three private schools for the training of beauty parlor

operators though their skill in this field is generally recognized. The
one public school for this purpose has no restrictions as to race, but

is limited to twelve members all told. 1 ?

A new technique in racial discrimination growing directly out of the

war situation, is the use which California has made of escheat pro-

ceedings 1 ^ under which the title to real property purchased by Issei 19

parents for their citizen children has been attacked as being a subter-

fuge to evade the Alien Land Laws.20

15—Toriumi, Sophia and Donald, "We're Americans Again", Survey Graphic, July,
1945, p. 334.

16—Garman, Clark P., "Colorado Discrimination Fought", Resettlement Bulletin,
April, 1946, p. 6.

17—Ibid.

18—Fishback, William P. and Hall, Arnold Bennett, Elementary Law, Bobbs-Merrill,
1£15, p. 253. "When a man dies intestate (without a will) and without heirs,
the title to his real property reverts or escheats to the people, as forming a part
of the common stock of the community, it being a fundamental principle that ii

the ownership becomes vacant, the right must necessarily subside into the whole
community in whom it was vested at the origin of society." This principle has
been held to apply, by extension, to cases in which the title, by reasons other
than death, becomes vacant.

19—First generation Japanese, many of whom are unnaturalized.

20—Kido, Saburo, Japanese American Citizens' League, "These Are Unsolved Prob-
lems", Resettlement Bulletin, op. cit., p. 5.
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These law suits represent another blot on a state whose record in

race relations is none too clean, but it is to California's credit that at

least two decisions of the State Supreme Court have upheld the right

of citizens of Japanese ancestry to receive gifts of real property from

their parents.21

The upheavals and readjustments growing out of the war are also

responsible for the development in some communities of tension be-

tween Negroes and Japanese Americans. In every instance districts

were those which had had a large pre-war Negro population, but they

were by no means limited to areas below or bordering upon the

Mason-Dixon line. This tension is largely economic in origin since

the Negro sees in the resettler both a competitor in the ranks of

cheap labor and, in the case of the educated Japanese American, a

yellow man accepted for types of work largely closed to the black

man. The sources of this information go on to point out the danger of

friction between Japanese Americans returning to the West Coast

and Negroes from other parts of the country who moved in during

the war, many of whom22 lived in houses previously occupied by

Japanese.

There is also a social side to the picture, for in states away from

the Pacific coast, Japanese Americans face fewer restrictions than

their darker-skinned neighbors and the Negroes resent the relatively

better treatment which this numerically smaller racial minority receives.

There have been instances in which relocatees and ex-servicemen,

seeing rampant Jim Crowism in action, have realized that, Issei or

Nisei, their problem is simple compared with that of native Negroes.

HMC and the Japanese American

In the fall of 1942 the Home Missions Council of North America
and the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America, with the

Foreign Missions Conference of North America cooperating, founded

a joint Committee on Resettlement of Japanese Americans. Through-

out the war and up until April, 1946, this group sponsored the Resettle-

21—Kido, op. cit., p. 5.

22—Toriumi, Sophia and Donald, op. cit, p. 334.
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ment Bulletin, edited by Toru Matsumoto, an ordained minister of

the Reformed Church.

One of the earliest activities of the Council was the organization of

the first of a series of projects known as "America's Biggest Christmas

Party." As the holiday season approached in 1942, a call was sent

to the women's units of denominational home missions boards which

at once enlisted the interest of their local churches in preparing boxes

of gifts. Other groups which sent packages or gave publicity to the

project were the Japanese American Citizens' League, the American

Friends Service Committee, the Fellowship of Reconciliation, the

magazine Common Ground, Japanese American churches, the Y.W.C.A.,

and the Y.M.C.A. Among contributing local groups were a Chinese

Christian church in California, an Italian mission in Philadelphia, a

group of Spanish-speaking boys from a New Mexico school who sent

yarn dolls which they themselves had crocheted, and 74 American

soldiers whose number included Nisei, Caucasians, and one Chinese

American.

From the Fall of 1942 when the first evacuee left a relocation center

with his precious "Indefinite Leave" papers, to the final liquidation of

the War Relocation Authority, the Resettlement has promoted the

organization of local committees on resettlement, stimulated the set-

ting up of united ministries to the evacuees, encouraged the opening

and operation of hostels, issued and distributed informative literature,

and cooperated with other religious groups and with social and gov-

ernment organizations, in handling problems or relieving tensions.

Some twenty-four autonomous local committees were set up in

various large cities. Usually church people formed a nucleus around

which gathered a wide range of members from social and religious

agencies and other segments of the population. These committees

endeavored to counsel resettlers in matters of securing housing and

employment, and aided them in their readjustment to new social, civic,

and religious life.

The opening and operation of hostels—homes to provide temporary

shelters and board for newly arrived individuals and families—grew



out of the desperate housing shortages in many areas. In 1944 eight

hostels had been opened in as many cities. Some of these, like the

St. Paul Resettlement Hostel, were sponsored by local resettlement

committees ; others were sponsored by individual denominations. The

Twin City Lutheran Hostel in Minneapolis is an example of the latter

type.

The Committee on Resettlement of Japanese Americans was discon-

tinued December 31, 1945 and its activities were assigned to the two

component agencies. The Federal Council of Churches of Christ in

America assumed responsibility for all matters involving social action

and race relations and the Home Missions Council agreed to serve

as a national clearing house in all matters appertaining to the church

and religious life of the Japanese Americans. This work comes under

the jurisdiction of the Administrative Committee for Japanese Work
of the Home Missions Council, a committee made up of representa-

tives of various national missions boards having work in this field.

In a statement issued following the dissolution of the Committee on

Resettlement of Japanese Americans, Dr. Mark A. Dawber, Executive

Secretary, set forth the Council's objectives as follows : "The Home
Missions Council desires to render every possible service to the Japa-

nese Americans in the matter of their religious life and future relation-

ships, in this period in which drastic changes are taking place. The

committee is especially concerned that, as far as possible, the Japanese

Americans be absorbed into Caucasion churches and that, where this

is impossible, Japanese churches be established on an interdenomi-

national basis or the area be assigned to some one denomination which

will agree to serve the area on a broad basis of inclusive church

relations. The Home Missions Council desires to hear from anyone

interested and will give whatever information is desired relative to

the foregoing statement."

Segregation or Integration?

Among the denominations opinion differs on the matter of re-

establishing Japanese churches. Some churches are definitely com-

mitted to the policy of not starting the Japanese churches again.23

In some places, definite strides have been made in the direction of

integration. When Mrs. Mae Hara, who had trained a prize-winning

Japanese American young people's choir in Seattle some years ago,

settled in Madison, Wisconsin after leaving Minidoka relocation center,

the First Methodist Church of that city asked her to become their choir

leader. Both she and her husband are now active in the work of this

church. Others feel that the Japanese churches should be re-estab-

lished since they represent the one link with the past to which these

people, dispersed from their former homes and connections, can return.

This attitude arises because of a sincere belief that they will fill a

definite need, not because these groups wish to stigmatize the Japanese

Americans as being "different". The proponents of Japanese churches

further point out that in many instances the Japanese Americans and

their parents put large sums of money into these institutions and have

taken pride in them comparable to that of home owners in their homes.

Moreover, these churches make a definite contribution to the lives of

the Issei, on whom the burden of readjustment falls hardest.

Christians of Japanese descent are no more unified in their opinions

than are their Caucasian brothers. The Reverend Masahiko Wada, a

Baptist minister, feels that a failure to re-establish the Japanese

churches may allow Christians to be lost to the Buddhists by default,

particularly among the Issei.2* On the other hand, the Reverend James

Sugioka, Disciples of Christ, says : "The average young American of

Japanese descent wants to be considered as an individual and to be

accepted as any other American. Christianity has led the way for

many who have reached that goal and many more will need the same

guidance. It means personal contact for those who know the way of

Christ, both members of their own race as well as those of other races.

The brave must lead the timid and those that see well must lead those

of lesser vision."25

23—Matsumoto, op. cit., p. 107.

24—Ibid, p. 108.

25—Ibid, p. 109.



In practice both integration and segregation patterns are developing

across the country, but the latter appear to be largely of a voluntary

nature.2* This indication that some Japanese Americans feel the need of

separate churches does not, however, absolve their Caucasian neighbors

from any further efforts toward integration. On the contrary, if the

Caucasian churches follow Dr. Dawber's suggestion of absorbing into

their own membership the Japanese Americans in their neighborhood,

they will, by that one move, have helped to break down the general

segregation patterns which contribute so largely to race prejudice and

interracial tension.

What Churches Have Done

The account of service rendered by the churches is very well told

by Toru Matsumoto in Beyond Prejudice. It is a beautiful story and

will doubtless be widely read in churches all over the cuontry so that

details of the many acts of friendship related in that book are being

omitted here. It seems valuable however to give a few illustrations to

show the influence of the church in creating public opinion on behalf

of justice and fair play.

The Church spoke out! Although American Protestantism rarely

speaks or takes action as a unit, the reaction concerning the problem

of the Japanese Americans was the same among conservatives and

liberals, pacifists and non-pacifists. All requested the restoring of

citizens' rights to loyal evacuees.3 ** During the first year of the reloca-

tion centers, Christian groups all over America held discussions, passed

resolutions and found other means of expressing themselves.

In specific instances, too, churches and churchmen spoke their minds.

When the American Legion Post in Hood River, Oregon, erased the

names of sixteen Nisei from its Honor Roll, the Hood River Minis-

terial Association stated, "We are agreed that if any serviceman is

willing to suffer and die for the principles of the United States, he is

worthy of having his name on any service honor roll and to have

unhindered freedom to live among us.

26—Ibid, p. 107.

34—Ibid, p. 49.

"We consider it unjust, un-American and un-Christian to deprive

them of their privileges and rights. It can only make more difficult

the solution of racial problems and bring trouble and shame upon

Hood River Valey."3 *

In 1944 Colorado considered amending its State Constitution in

order to prevent aliens ineligible from holding land. 3* The Colorado

Council of Churches and Colorado Council of Church Women, The
Denver Council of Churches and Denver Council of Church Women,
the Council of Social Action of the Congregational Christian Church,

the United Missionary Society and the Colorado Missionary Society

(both organizatins of the Disciples of Christ) mustered moral and

financial strength to help defeat its passage. 37 An interesting side-

light on the defeated amendment is provided by the reaction of other

minority groups. Spanish-speaking Americans and those of Italian

descent supported the amendment; Negro and Jewish precincts voted

it down. The soldier vote, contrary to expectations, was also over-

whelmingly opposed. 38

In Chicago, a Caucasian worker was so incensed when his employer

hired a Japanese American that he threatened to quit the job unless

the newcomer was fired. When the employer ignored his threats, the

disgruntled workman tried to foment a strike among his fellow

employees but here too, he was unsuccessful. One day he wandered

into the First Baptist Church which, in spite of some objections had

courageously engaged a Japanese American associate pastor, the Rev-

erend Jitsuo Morikawa. The disgruntled worker lost his prejudice

as he listened to Morikawa's sermon. He later became converted and

desired to unite with the church. When it came time for his baptism,

he chose to be baptized by Mr. Morikawa. 1")

35—Resettlement Bulletin, March, 1945, p. 3.

36—Although aimed primarily at Japanese Americans, the proposed amendment would
also have affected Filipinos, Koreans, and immigrants from India.

37—Matsumoto, op. cit., p. 93.

39—Ibid, p. 67.

40—Matsumoto, p. 69.
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What Individuals Have Done

Although large scale projects require joint effort, individuals must

not lose sight of the fact that each, as an individual, can contribute

to the re-orientation of Japanese Americans and toward the breaking

down of the discriminations under which they still suffer.

From many examples of what others have done, we recount a few

that may offer suggestions to the American of Caucasian stock who

wishes to help his Issei or Nisei neighbor. One of the first resettlers,

a Christian woman of Japanese descent, was taken suddenly ill during

a visit to Watsonville, California. A blood transfusion was necessary

but because feeling was running high, the only blood donor who could

be found was the local Presbyterian minister whose blood was not

the right type. The matter was brought to the attention of the min-

ister of a neighboring Chinese Christian church, who gladly donated

his blood to save the life of the Japanese woman.*!

The daughter of a family relocated in a suburban town was greatly

relieved when the principal of the junior high school, accompanied by

his wife, called on the family and told the girl that he was looking

forward to having her as a student. A bashful boy, relocated with

his family in a large city, also dreaded his first day at the new school

but his fears vanished when some of the boys from the school offered

to show him around and help him find his classrooms.^

Senn High School, Chicago, has a club, the Green and White, made

up of boys recognized as school leaders. Protestant, Catholic, Jewish,

Negro and Japanese American boys are included in the group which

supports many projects for the betterment of the school and for the

maintenance of good sportsmanship in inter-scholastic athletic meets.

Following his graduation, an alumnus of Japanese American stock

wrote back to the sponsor of the club: "I came to Senn from the relo-

cation center with bitterness in my heart but I found a friendliness

that was strictly American. I hope the Green and White will keep

up its good work."43

41—The Friends of Missionary Advocate.
42—Toriumi, Sophie and Donald, op. cit., p. 326.

43— Chicago Daily News, Oct. 9, 1945, p. 12.

In the Philadelphia area a Methodist minister and his wife opened

their home to resettlers, helped them become adjusted to their new
enviroment, and in other ways offered counsel and assistance. Many
of the Japanese American young people now call them "Mom" and

"Pop" and run to them with their problems, or with accounts of their

happy experiences.*4

What Your Church Can Do
1. Investigate the extent to which legal and civil rights

have been restored to Japanese Americans of your community.

2. In communities where prejudice is strong, assist in com-

pilation of lists of agreements, statements, and proclamations

by Church groups, Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A., Civil Liberties

Union, Travelers' Aid, P.T.A., League of Women Voters,

Labor Unions, and National American Legion. Such state-

ments may be obtained from your church leaders and local

Council of Churches, or from back files of magazines and

periodicals. Compiling and distributing such lists to key

groups in a community is a big job, but one which has possi-

bilities of being effective in combatting prejudice.

3. Enlist the interest of your church group, student group,

etc., in taking over some specific task to aid the Civic Unity

Group or Resettlement Committee in its effort to assist Japa-

nese Americans in their adjustment to the community.

4. Prepare with other agencies to carry on local programs

after the relocation phase of adjustment is completed.

5. Contact the local Veterans' Administration and cooperate

with them in meeting the needs of Nisei ex-servicemen and

women.

6. Express appreciation to publications that have promoted

inter-racial justice and good feeling in their columns.

7. Commend organizations issuing statements urging an end

to discriminatory practices. (The Hood River, Oregon, Minis-

44—Toriumi, Sophie and Donald, p. 237.
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terial Associations statement in regard to the Honor Roll, and

that of the Executive Board of the California League of

Women Voters, urging an end to discriminatory practices, are

cases in point.)

What You Can Do

1. Where abuses exist (delays tantamount to refusals to

grant business licenses, escheat cases, repossession difficulties,

expropriation, thievery, vandalism, etc.) bring them to the

attention of citizens of the community by discussing them in

your church, civic club, P.T.A. group, etc., or by writing letters

to the editor of your newspaper.

2. Ascertain religious preferences of Japanese Americans

settling in your locality and aid pastors and churches in foster-

ing relations with them. You can be particularly helpful by

assuring Japanese Americans of your denomination that they

will be welcome in your church.

3. Encourage participation of the Nisei in such activities as

Y.W.C.A., Y.M.C.A., Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, Campfire Girls,

4-H Clubs, Garden Club, community choruses and little theater

groups, etc.

4. If you are a principal or teacher, call on the families of

Japanese American children in your schools or classes.

5. If you are an employer or a member of a labor union,

work through your managers' association or labor union to

secure fair employment practices affecting Japanese Americans.

6. Call on Japanese American families settling in your neigh-

borhood. Entertain them in your home, for a meal or longer.

7. When qualified to do so, offer sound employment advice

to the newcomers.

THE JEWS
A noted philosopher once said, "If you wish to talk with me, you

must define your terms." The term Jew has many connotations but

for the purposes of this pamphlet there is, perhaps, no better inclusive

definition than that of Rachel Davis-Dubois and Emma Schweppe

who describe the Jews as "a historical, cultural group who once had

a nation in Palestine ; who evolved the religion of Judaism ; who have

left a vast literature ; who have lived in all countries of the world

;

who, today, live among many peoples as loyal citizens of the country

in which they dwell, and who hold some degree of loyalty to the

traditions of their ancestors." 1

To the Nazi framers of the Nuremberg laws, a Jew was a member

of the Semitic race, and they issued statements regarding the degree

of Jewish blood which would label a person as a Jew, and therefore

ineligible to the full rights and privileges of a German citizen. Over

against the Nuremberg laws, however, are the statements of anthro-

pologists, who deny the existence of a Semitic race. Franz Boas, for

example, declares unequivocally, "There is no more a Semitic race

than there is an Aryan race, since both terms define linguistic groups,

not human beings."2

Although "Jew" for many people calls to mind an image of black

hair, swarthy complexion, and sharp features, even a superficial glance

at American Jewry shows enough departure from the norm to rule

out a distinctive set of racial features. Further evidence may be

found in the fact that the Falashas, Abyssinian Jews, are coal black

without a trace of the so-called Semitic features.3

Although the Hebrew language is undoubtedly a link between the

Jew and his cultural heritage, many contemporary Jews know it only

as the language of intellectuals or as a prayer language, like the Latin

of the Roman Catholic Mass. Many Reformed Jews have only a

meagre knowledge of Hebrew, and even this is frequently lacking in

the younger generation. Furthermore, there are linguistic divisions

among those who have come from other countries. Jews from Ger-

many, Poland, Russia, and the Balkans may speak Yiddish, a combina-

tion of German, Hebrew, and Slavonic languages. Descendants of

1—The Jew in American Life, Thomas Nelson & Sons, N. Y., 1935, p. 23.

2—Ibid, p. 22.

3—Hall, Henry Noble, Why Palestine?, privately printed pamphlet, New York, 1946,
p. 11.
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those who were expelled from Spain during the reign of Ferdinand
and Isabella, or those from Portugal, may speak Ladino, a Spanish-
Hebraic vernacular. There are numbers of Jews who speak nothing
but the mother tongue of the country in which they were born and
brought up.

Jewish Divisions

Judaism serves to some extent as a unifying force, but Judaism,
like Christianity, is divided. The Orthodox Jews, following the Torah
and the Talmud, believe that the purpose of life is to obey the Law.
Through them, Jewish religious customs have been preserved since

the Jewish nation disappeared. They study Hebrew in order to read
and understand the Law.

The Reformed Jews believe that the essentials of Judaism are con-

tained in the teachings of the Prophets. Furthermore, many of them
sing hymns in the vernacular and use organs in their synagogues. In

outward forms, a visitor would find the services of some Reformed
Synagogues similar to those of the Presbyterian and Congregational
churches.

Between these two extremes are the Conservative Jews who try to

be as modern as possible, but still retain many of the old customs so

that tradition is not lost.

Zionist or Nationalist Jews of whom the non-Jewish world has heard
much in recent years, are deeply loyal to the historical Jewish nation

which they hope to re-establish.

In addition to those who are Jews by religion or by reason of
nationalist aspirations, there are two other groups cited by Mrs. Dubois
and Mrs. Schweppe; those who are Jews only by reason of their birth

and those who remain in the fold, not for any positive reason of their

own, but because a more or less anti-Semitic world persists in so

classifiyng them.*

Zionism

Modern Zionism was founded by Theodore Herzl, a European
journalist, who covered the Dreyfus trial in Paris in 1894. Shocked

4—The Jew in American Life, op. cit., p. 22.

by the anti-Semitic implications of what he saw, he cast about for a

solution and believed that he had found it in a revival of the Jewish

state for he felt that "if the Jews were granted sovereignty over any

section of the earth large enough to meet their national requirements,

they would take care of everything else."5 Herzl interviewed leading

European statesmen in an effort to obtain support for his program

but, with the exception of a sympathetic hearing and a gesture on the

part of the British Government, he accomplished nothing. Shortly

after a particularly unsatisfactory audience with Pope Pius X in 1904,

he died, a broken and disappointed man.

Following World War I, Zionist hopes were revived by the Balfour

Declaration that "His Majesty's Government view with favor the

establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people,

and will use their best endeavors to facilitate the achievement of

that object, it being understood that nothing shall be done which may
prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing communities in

Palestine, or the rights and political status enjoyed by the Jews in

any other country.''^

The Arabs point out that this Declaration does not use the term

"Jewish State" which the Zionists evidently plan to establish. The
Arabs to whom Palestine has been home for many centuries, can

also quote from a British statement to them, which they interpret in

much the same way that the Zionists interpret the Balfour Declaration.

Zionism has gained in strength during the recent years of anti-

Semitic terrorism on the European continent, probably because of an

understandable desire on the part of Jews everywhere to find an

asylum for their unfortunate compatriots. As Dr. Conrad Hoffman,

of the Committee on Christian Approach to the Jews, has said, "In-

creased pressure of anti-Semitism anywhere in the world causes im-

mediately increased pressure of Zionist demands on Palestine."7

5—Hall, op. cit., p. 4.

6—Ibid, p. 21.

7—Our Jewish Neighbors, Press Service issued by the Committee of Cooperative
Boards on the Christian Approach to Jews, Home Missions Council of North
America, Inc., No. 27, January 8, 1946.
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However, many Jews who have returned with high hopes of finding

the great advantages about which they had been told, are sadly dis-

appointed and are eager to get away again. Now that the war is

over, they much prefer to live in their former homelands.

Although Zionism has a wide following among American Jews,

there are those among them who do not regard it as the correct solu-

tion for their problem. In an address delivered at the first annual

conference of the American Council for Judaism, held in January,

194S at Philadelphia, Rabbi Elmer Berger declared that Zionism "is

taken as compensation for the slow development of the wider and
more positive hope that as average human beings, Jews would find

their places among men of all faiths in all nations of the world.

"There has not been any really dynamic drive for nationhood among
average Jews,', he continued. "Spurious nationhood was forced upon
Jews by reactionary societies in the middle ages and remains as a

hazardous escape from and not a solution to reaction today."8

Lessing J. Rosenwald, son of the benefactor of the Negro, expressed

a similar viewpoint in his correspondence with Cordell Hull, then

Secretary of State, when he wrote, "Fundamentally the solution to

the problem of the Jews, a religious and not a national group, rests

on recognition of the unalienable rights of the individual. Once the

concept of human freedom is unqualifiedly accepted, Jews will require

no special measure."?

Anti-Semitism in the U.S.A.

Because anti-Semitism in this country has lacked the virulence that

has marked outbreaks in other parts "of the world, many Americans
do not realize the extent to which the American Jew is a victim of

discrimination. Like the Negro and the Japanese American, he finds

himself barred from certain residential sections, hotels, resorts and
social clubs.

8—"Emancipation: the Rediscovered Ideal", published in pamphlet form by the Ameri-
can Council for Judaism.

9—"A Program for the Post-War Status of Jews", published in pamphlet form by the
American Council for Judaism.

A majority of Americans either dismiss the anti-Semitic press as

absurd or regard it as a noisy nuisance but the fact that an anti-

Semitic press exists at all is an unhealthy symptom. The Gentile News,

published by the Gentile Cooperative Association, is one such publica-

tion. Typical of its subject matter is a reprint of the full text of a

resolution calling for the deportation and sterilization of the Jews.

The resolution was presented at the 1944 convention of the America

First Party. Although Illinois Superior Court Judge Graeber later

revoked the Association's charter, the managing director is reported

to have boasted, "All we had to do was buy a rubber stamp substi-

tuting the words 'voluntary unincorporated association' for the word

'corporation.' "10

Unlike the Negro, the Jew is not segregated in the public schools,

but Jewish children are many times the victims of unfair treatment.

In January, 1945, Ira Latimer, secretary of the Chicago Civil Liberties

Union, issued a public statement charging that several Jewish boys

were set upon and severely beaten following a basketball game be-

tween two high schools and that the attack took place in the presence

of policemen and faculty members.il

In their study of school administration and intercultural relations,

Theodore Brameld and Eleanor Fish discovered that all seven of the

school systems which they investigated had some Jewish teachers. On
the administrative level, however, they found only two Jewish princi-

pals and one Jewish adult education teacher, in contrast to seven Negro

principals and two Negro assistant principals. 12

Employment problems of Jews are less acute than those of Negroes

and Orientals but there is no denying the existence of discriminatory

attitudes and practices. During the war, a mid-western structual iron

employer who said Negroes did not have "guts enough 1
' for his kind

of work, refused Jewish applicants because they were "Too aggres-

sive."! 3

Much of the anti-Semitism in business circles stems from a belief,

often erroneous, that the Jews hold a disproportionate control of

13—Haas and Fleming, op. cit., p. 49.
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commerce, industry, and the learned professions.

I

4 No one will deny

the business acumen of Jews. In all times and in all places the acqui-

sition of some form of wealth has been a road to prestige and where,

as in many European countries in the past, the Jew could not

rise socially through the inter-marriage with the landed gentry or by

holding high military rank, he naturally turned to commerce. Wealth

has given him a measure of power and prestige and has therefore

been a source of psychological satisfaction. Intellect and training have

also given him an ascendancy in the learned professions.

Marxists regard anti-Semitism in business as a capitalistic maneuver

to divert attention from the class struggle, or of the middle classes to

delay their impending doom but Isaque Graber has noticed that anti-

Jewish manifestations thrive in any period of national stress, even

when economic issues are not involved. He finds plausible the view

of Professor Friederich Schuman, who said; "The creation of a

pariah caste, singled out for discrimination and contempt, serves a

function useful to every ruling class. It affords to those disgruntled

strata near the bottom of the social hierarchy the emotional satisfac-

tion of being able to look down upon a group which is still lower in

the social scale. Anti-Semitism in the modern world has frequently

played this role." 15

Even where there is no premeditated or malicious wish to be anti-

Semitic, people are all too often governed by such unfair reasoning

as : (a) attributing to Jews in general, offensive qualities in fact

noted in only a few; (b) labelling of certain qualities as specifically

Jewish which are in fact common among many other people
; (c) over-

looking desirable qualities in the Jews or regarding them as excep-

tional, or refusing to regard them as typical when they have at least

as much claim to be considered typical as the unfavorable qualities;

(d) condemning certain acts when committed by Jews which perhaps

would not be noted, or would be condoned, if committed by others. 1*

14—Blacklidge, John H., "Projects for Churches", Social Action, January, 1946, p. 45.

15—Graeber, Isaque, "The Truth About Anti-Semitism," Social Action, January 15,

1946, p. 27.

16—Graber, op. cit., p. 6.

Unfortunately, the treatment which Jews often receive tends to

intensify rather than diminish the manifestation of offensive traits.

If the welfare of society is based on "the development of healthy,

integrated personalities . . . able to transcend their egocentric selves

and to merge, in a creative way, into the whole,"!? every community,

be it city, state, nation or world needs to find ways and means of

sharing differences and unique qualities, and of eliminating the basic

causes of unrest and tension. To the Christian, following in the steps

of one who came that "men might have life and that they might have

it more abundantly," the challenge is even greater.

What the Council Is Doing
Recognizing that the church has an obligation to break down the

barriers existing between the Jews and Christ, the Home Missions

Council has a Committee on the Christian Approach to the Jews, for

counselling and conferring among the Home Missions Boards of its

constituent denominations. Cooperating denominations include the

Presbyterian U. S. A., Presbyterian U. S., United Lutheran, National

Baptist, Northern Baptist, Evangelical Reformed, Protestant Episco-

pal, Reformed, Methodist, United Presbyterian, A.M.E. Zion, and the

United Church of Canada.

During the past year the committee has organized a series of con-

ferences between political Zionists, Arabs, and Christians, and a

supplementary series of conferences between representatives of the

American Council for Judaism and some other Jewish leaders. As a

result of these meetings, a special committee was appointed with two

representatives each from the Federal Council of Churches of Christ

in America, The Home Missions Council, and the Foreign Missions

Conference. This special committee prepared a statement on the

much discussed and highly controversial question of Palestine.

In the Spring of 1946, when Dr. Leo Baeck, former Berlin rabbi,

was in the United States to assist in the $100,000,000 fund campaign

of the Jews, a special luncheon of church leaders was arranged, with

Dr. Baeck as guest speaker. A member of the Council's Committee on

17—Get Together Americans, Harper & Bros., New York, 1943, p. 5.
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Christian Approach to the Jews describes Dr. Baeck's address on this

occasion as "a significant contribution to our Jewish-Christian rela-

tionships."

Nine of the denominations cooperating with the Council's commit-

tee report a total of twenty-two centers through which a neighborhood

approach is made to the Jews. Some of these centers have clubs,

classes, and meetings designed to meet the varying needs of men,

women, and young people. Others have summer camps, and in several

cities they unite with other agencies in conducting summer open air

campaigns. Hebrew Christian churches have been organized from

two of these centers. All of them make use of the press and pamphlets

as means of extending their influence, and at least one of them has

arranged for radio publicity.

A press service entitled Our Jewish Neighbors has been widely cir-

culated in an attempt to awaken the interest of local churches in the

Jews in their midst. This press service consists of articles dealing

with the contemporary Jewish scene as well as background material

on the history and destiny of the Jews, and what we may learn from

Jewish Christians. The importance of bringing such information to

the attention of local churches cannot be overestimated when one

considers the presence in the United States of thousands of uprooted

Jewish refugees seeking to rebuild their lives, and in light of the

fact that there is a constantly growing drift into secularism, particu-

larly among the young people. The latter is serious enough that early

in 1946, Dr. Louis Finkelstein, president of the Jewish Theological

Seminary in America, warned, "Jews are losing their Judaism at such

a rapid rate that in a generation or two the American Jewish com-

munity will have lost so much that Judaism will cease to have any

significance."2" It has been stated on good authority that about half

of the Jews in the United States are not related in any vital way to

the Jewish faith. If the Christian church chooses to ignore this widen-

ing spiritual vacuum, it will not only have lost an opportunity, it will

have left an opening for an inrush of "—isms" and cults.

20—Tltt Christian Century, March 13, 1946, p. 323.

The committee realizes that the agency that has the greatest out-

reach in bringing Jews into contact with vita! Christianity is the local

Christian church. Several denominations confine their approach to

the Jews to attempts of sympathetic pastors and cooperative laymen

to include the Jews in the ministry of the local church. This Parish

Approach to the Jews is serving to break down reciprocal prejudices

between Jews and Christians and to foster understanding which is the

best means of combatting anti-Semitism.

What Others Are Doing

Interfaith meetings and conferences offer possibilities for improving

Jewish-Christian relations. Mrs. Rachel Davis-Dubois is a firm believer

in interfaith meetings and services, but one of the most effective tech-

niques used by the Intercultural Education Workshop, of which she is

director, is the "Get Together" social. At one such party, a discussion

of the coming of Spring prompted women of many different back-

grounds to describe Spring festivals of their people. "Our Spring

Festival," a Jewish mother declared," is Purim. We have wonderful

foods, and special poppy seed cakes called hommentashen." Not to

be outdone, another another Jewish woman said, "We sing and dance,

too. Come, I'll show you." Adults and children scrambled to the

stage and joined hands in a dance while they sang the Hebrew song,

Ha Purim.21

Feeling that it is unfair and un-Christian to set up bars against

Jewish members in social clubs, church members of a community near

New York City took the lead in a campaign which resulted in the

elimination of this ban in a prominent local club.

In New York, a young Jewish girl who recently escaped from Nazi

Germany, walked through the entrance of the George Washington

High School fully expecting to encounter resentment because she was

a Jew and a foreigner. She was pleasantly surprised when the girls

sitting near her helped her with filling out the necessary entrance

forms and with getting the books she needed. On of her neighbors,

21—New York Herald Tribune, February 27, 1946.



somewhat taken back by the newcomer's name, Felicitas, asked,

"Haven't you a nickname?" "Yes," the girl answered. "It's Litzi."

Felicitas was still somewhat apprehensive but her worries vanished the

next morning when a classmate greeted her with a warm smile and

a cordial, "Hello, Litzi !"22

Through the efforts of Dr. Conrad Hoffmann, paintings of the

Jewish artist, William Wachtel, were exhibited at the Presbyterian

Headquarters in New York. Mr. Wachtel who was born in Lwow,
Poland, in 1875, has devoted his entire life to depicting the customs,

festivals, and deeply religious life of the Jewish people. One of the

paintings called Jesus On Pogrom Street depicts a European ghetto,

where broken windows, unhinged doors, and plundered houses present

graphic evidence of the fury of the anti-Semitic rioters. In the fore-

ground at the left sits a woman with her head bowed in deep distress.

At the right is a group of several wan, exhausted figures—a woman,

two children, and an aged man—all asleep. In the middle of the

devastated street stands the Christ with His hands and feet showing

blood-stained nail-prints. His face is sad, but the expression is warm
with compassion, love, and understanding. The sleeping sufferers do

not see Him, but He is there beside them in their anguish—the Messiah

bearing the burden of His people, the eternal Companion of the weary

and down-trodden.2^ Exhibits of such paintings serve a twotold pur-

pose by increasing appreciation of the Jew's contribution to world

culture and by stirring Christians to a deeper realization of their

missionary obligation to the Jew.

In Syracuse, N. Y., the Rev. John H. Blacklidge, pastor of Geddes

Congregational church, was distressed by murmurings to the effect

that Jews were monopolizing commerce, industry, and the professions.

He doubted the accuracy of these allegations, so he asked Rabbi Ben-

jamin Friedman for some data on Jews in Syracuse and the immediate

vicinity. Results of an investigation checked against lists of business

and professional men of the community, showed that of the 648 at-

22—Newcomer's Christian Fellowship Monthly Bulletin, V. Ill, No. 6, June, 1945,
p. 4.

23—A black-and-white reproduction of this painting appears in the Newcomer's Fel-
lowship Monthly Bulletin, V. Ill, No. 2, February, 1945.

torneys in Onondaga County, 113 were Jewish and 535 were Gentile.

Of the 349 doctors in the county, 40 were Jewish and 309 were Gentile.

Of the 137 dentists in Syracuse itself, 40 were Jewish and 97 were

Gentile. Three of the five largest department stores in the city had

no Jewish executives, and of the 146 directors of the city's nine bank-

ing and savings institutions, only three were Jewish. The minister

caused the survey to be used extensively in his own church and had

a copy mailed to every Protestant minister in Syracuse.2'*

The Newcomers' Christian Fellowship of the Second Presbyterian

church in New York is made up of refugees regardless of race, creed,

or national background, and includes a number of Jews in its mem-

bership. Bible classes, academic evenings with lectures and discussion

groups, musical programs, and social gatherings are among the activi-

ties sponsored by the group. Some of the Jewish refugees who came

to the fellowship in search of friendship and wholesome recreation have

become members of the Presbyterian and other Christian churches.

This work for refugees is under the supervision of the Rev. Fred-

erick J. Forell, a former field secretary of the Board of Home Mis-

sions of the German Lutheran church. Very early in the Hitler

regime his home became a center of anti-Nazi activity and because

of this Pastor Forell left Germany. Later he was engaged in mission

work among the Jews, first in Vienna and later in Paris. He and his

wife were imprisoned in separate concentration camps in France

but were released and brought to America through the efforts of Dr.

Conrad Hoffman of the Board of National Missions of the Presby-

terian Church U.S.A.

Pastor and Mrs. Forell are also associated with other organizations

that bring them in contact with Jewish refugees. Among these are

the Ladies of Gurs and the Society of Saint Stephen. The former,

which takes its name from a particularly terrible concentration camp

where Mrs. Forell herself was once imprisoned, is open only to women

who have been confined in concentration camps. Its oldest member is

a Jewess 103 years old.

24—Social Action, January 15, 1946, p. 45.



The Society of Saint Stephen is a missionary group whose members

are working, as the early disciples worked, to extend Christ's kingdom

by personal contact. Each member pledges himself to bring to Christ

one person—preferably a Jew—through being a friend.

Pastor Forell teaches groups and individuals how to go about their

task, and in giving this instruction draws upon his own experiences

for methods. First of all, he impresses upon Christians the fact that

Judaism is the mother religion of two major faiths, Christianity and

Islam, and that the Jews were the first people to grasp the concept

of ethical monotheism.

The pious Jew has always displayed kindness toward the poor. A
12th century Jewish prayer book sets forth eight degrees or steps in

the duty of charity, ranging from reluctant giving to the anticipation

of charity by preventing poverty.2^

Above all, Pastor Forell stresses the Christian's indebtedness to the

Jews for the Bible, the prophets, the apostles, and for our Lord Him-

self. He points out that the Jew is deathly afraid of becoming a

traitor to his people. The task of winning the Jew for Christ, there-

fore, becomes a matter of convincing him that Christianity is not a

denial but a fulfillment of Judaism. This should be done, however,

not in a spirit of superiority, but by making the Jew familiar with

the living Christ and His teaching. He reports that many Jews, read-

ing the New Testament for the first time, have said of Christ, "He

is the greatest Jew that ever lived I"

The closing of European camps for displaced persons and the

probability that some of these will come to the United States increases

the need of understanding the Jew and of formulating an intelligent

program for meeting his needs. Not only must the immediate problems

of the newcomers be solved, but assimilation into American life must

take place without a reestablishment of the ghetto pattern which, by

its insistence upon segregation, has played so great a part in the

development of European anti-Semitism.

The great centers of Jewish life in Europe have been destroyed,

25—Maimonides, Union Prayer Book, quoted by Dubois and Schweppe, op. cit., p. 87.

and will never be restored. Hitler's anti-Semitism and the war have

resulted in a great shift in the center of gravity of World Jewry.

Today there are probably not more than 11,000,000 Jews left in the

world and of these over 5,000,000 are in the United States of America.

In other words, one of every two Jews in the world now lives in the

U. S. A. and is a neighbor of American Christians. It is significant

that we have today no less than 115 cities in the U. S. A. each with

2,500 or more Jews. In view of this situation it seems important

that we of the Christian Church unreservedly condemn anti-Semitism

in all its manifestations as a form of racial discrimination against

which the Church and all Christians must wage relentless and un-

compromising warfare.

What You Can Do
1. Politely, but firmly, challenge generalizations that vilify

or belittle Jews as a group.

2. Do not repeat rumors about Jews—they may prove to be

vicious and unfounded.

3. Become acquainted with Jews living in your neighbor-

hood, or with those whose interests run parallel to your own.

4. Make Jewish visitors welcome if they drop into your

church for special services.

5. Call on Jewish Christians who attend or visit your church.

6. If you are a landlord, speak out against restrictive

covenants, and do not enter into restrictive covenants yourself.

7. See that Jewish mothers in your community are invited

to P.T.A. meetings.

8. If you are an employer, consider Jewish applicants on a

basis of ability, training, and experience ; do not dismiss them

arbitrarily because they are Jews.

9. If you are an employee, see that Jews among your fellow

workers are treated in a friendly manner.

10. Work against anti-Semitic attitudes and practices in your

labor union.



11. If you are a Sunday School teacher, teach lessons from

the Old Testament in such a way that your students will be

impressed with the indebtedness of Christianity to Judaism.

12. Try to interest your Woman's Club or P.T.A. in arrang-

ing neighborhood festivals in which both Jews and Christians

take part.

13. Discuss with your minister or with your church group

the advisability of arranging for an inter-faith study and dis-

cussion on local problems, such as juvenile delinquency, which

are of vital concern to people of all faiths.

INDIANS
The Indian problem has a threefold aspect—economic, social, and

psychological—and in each of these, the red man can blame both

friends and enemies for his plight.

All phases of the problem were well presented when the home
missions study topic for 1944 was Indians. A wealth of excellent

materia! is still available on Indian history and customs, as well as

perplexing problems of today.* It seems probable that our readers

are fairly conversant with the subject. It was deemed unnecessary,

therefore, to give detailed information in this pamphlet.

What the Council Is Doing

The Council's Indian activities fall into two classifications: (1)

actual work with and for Indians and (2) conferring and counselling

on matters relating to Indian welfare. Both phases make a definite

contribution to better race relations for they are aimed at helping the

Indians to stand on their own feet as self-respecting members of a

Christian society.

Religious Work Directors in several of the government schools find

interesting ways of building better race relations. Stories which they

* Study books may be secured from Friendship Press, 156 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10, N.Y.

have sent to the Council office may be secured free by writing to the

HMC for the release "Ways to Encourage Better Understanding."

There are two standing committees, the Committee on Indian work
which supervises actual work done by the Council, and a sub-committee

on Indian Wardship.

The purpose of the Council's Committee on Indian Wardship has

been to investigate thoroughly this particular aspect of Indian affairs,

in all its implications. The results of the studyf will be helpful to

all who are interested in Indian work and might also afford a basis

for education of the general public, although the committee members
have been hesitant about giving much general publicity to the subject

lest swift reaction result in the passing of a sweeping and ill con-

sidered bill abolishing wardship before some of the more primitive

tribes are ready for such a measure.

At their meeting on June 15, 1945, the executive committee of the

Council voted, on recommendation of the sub-committee on Ward-
ship, to go on record as advocating the release of the American Indians

from Federal supervision in from ten to fifteen years, and as favoring

the granting of full citizenship to Indian veterans of World War II,

including release from restrictions on trust held land, which hereto-

fore have prevented many Indian veterans from obtaining a loan under

the G.I. Bill of Rights.

These recommendations must be considered as machinery to clear

the way for future action rather than as accomplishments per se.

They must be followed by evaluation studies of each separate tribe

for the groundwork must be prepared carefully if wardship is to be

abolished without chaos and an aftermath of maladjustment, dis-

illusion, and tragedy.

On April 12, 1946 the executive committee of the Home Missions

Council, on recommendation of the Indian Committee, issued an appeal

to the United States government to meet urgent educational needs of

American Indians, caused by a reduction of $296,000 in 1946 appropria-

tion for Indian education. It requested a greatly increased appropria-

t A booklet Indian Wardship, price 15c, Home Missions Council of North America
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tion for more schools and equipment and more teachers; better roads

and transportation so that isolated children could attend. Copies of

the appeal were sent to the Committee on Appropriations and to

Senators and Congressmen of states with large Indian populations.

At about the same time, the Presbytery of Northern Arizona, Presby-

terian church U.S.A., gave wide publicity to its resolutions protesting

against the closing of schools for children of the Navajo tribe and

urging the appropriation by Congress of sufficient money to meet the

moral and treaty obligations of the government for the medical and

educational needs of the tribe.

At the request of the Federal Office of Indian Affairs the Com-

mittee on Indian Work has recently given special attention to certain

areas into which Indians flocked during the war years : Phoenix,

Arizona; Gallup, New Mexico; and several cities in South Dakota.

Liquor and vice have been making terrific inroads among the Indians

in these industrial centers but because they are off the reservations,

the government has no jurisdiction over them. The Indian Committee

has voted to provide leadership for each of these areas.

SPANISH-SPEAKING AMERICANS*
The Spanish-speaking people with whom the Home Missions Council

has contacts are chiefly those of Mexican heritage. To avoid the

unfair custom of calling of them "Mexicans" though a large proportion

of them are citizens of the United States, council workers refer to them

as Spanish-speaking people. However, this term is not strictly accurate

for it can be applied also to the Hispanos of New Mexico, a long-

resident group, all American citizens, descended from the early Span-

ish colonists.

A Home Missions Council worker, himself of Mexican ancestry,

finds several reasons for discriminations against Spanish-speaking

people in the United States. First of all, the economic status of most

* Although usage and lack of a more specific designation have tended to restrict the

title of "American" to citizens of the United States, most of the citizens of

Central and South American countries qualify technically as Spanish-Speaking
Americans.

people of Mexican background places them at a disadvantage. They

do live in slum areas and the majority belong to low income groups.

Faulty as the logic may be, old stock Americans subconsciously blame

them for the slums and assume that they want to live in them.

Secondly, few of them have more than a high school education, and

a majority have never gone beyond the grades. Many English speaking

people fail to realize that this is a reproach to their collective indiffer-

ence—possibly to their collective ego

!

Both economic and educational disadvantages are self-perpetuating

since the Mexican Americans have few opportunities for self-improve-

ment. Language difficulties and lack of skills are definite handicaps,

but for the agricultural migrant in particular, even greater are his

pitifully low wages and his lack of a permanent home. Every member

of a family who can work does so. Naturally, children who are

working cannot be in school, nor can they when their families are

constantly on the move. Frequently the schools are not willing to have

them. One mid-western school that openly instructs its bus drivers

to pick up all "white" children standing at the crossroads but to leave

the Mexicans, has a plate over its main entrance which reads "FOR
THE EDUCATION OF YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE DEMO-
CRATIC WAY OF LIFE."

Notwithstanding their disadvantages and their grievances, a great

many Mexican Americans express pride in their citizenship. Many
served in our armed forces in World War II. The 200th Coast

Artillery and the 515th Coast Artillery, composed largely of men
from New Mexico, covered the retreat of General MacArthur from

Manila to Bataan.

Not all Mexican Americans work on the land, either permanently

or as migrants. Chicago has a Mexican colony of about 20,000, and

there are sizable groups to be found in such industrial areas as Detroit,

Flint, Gary, and Bethlehem. Because they have not been trained in

mechanical skills and have had no previous background of urban life,

they are many times even more seriously handicapped in their struggle

for adjustment than are southern Negroes who have drifted northward.



The pattern into which the lives of many Mexican Americans are

forced has unfortunate psychological effects. One of these may be

envy of those even slightly more prosperous, as was true in cases

where ill-feeling developed between Mexican Americans and Mexican
Nationals.

Recent Arrivals

Mexican Nationals who are in the United States for temporary
service only, and who will return to their homeland with the termina-

tion of their contracts have been included in service rendered by the

Home Missions Council. There is justification for considering them
here, because citizens and non-citizens are subjected to the same
prejudices, and because the disparity between provisions made for

imported labor and those for native-born workers has caused resent-

ment on the part of our own Spanish-speaking groups. This disparity

is a direct result of painful experiences which imported Mexican
workers have had in the past. To avoid similar experiences, the

Mexican government set standards which employers of Mexican
Nationals are required to meet : a minimum wage at the prevailing

rate, healthful living conditions, and protective custody to prevent

exploitation.

The importation of Mexican National labor was an organized, gov-
ernmentally controlled importation of a group of citizens of a foreign

country, which provided an almost perfect laboratory for sociological

research in the problems of race prejudice, but it must be admitted

that many of the results observed are ugly.

However, the first of the laborers arriving in one of the western

states were met at the train by government officials, growers, and
church representatives. Ceremonies followed in which the American
and Mexican flags were presented and a band played America and the

Mexican National athem. Even this gesture of good will is tarnished

by the fact that elsewhere these workers from a friendly neighboring

country, some of whom were teachers and university students working
during their summer vacation, had to face the too common attitude

that all Mexicans represent a low type of humanity.

Agricultural and railroad workers were not the only Mexican Na-

tionals thus stigmatized. Hensley C. Woodbridge, Mexico corre-

spondent of the Worldover Press, declares that during the war, mem-
bers of the Mexican 201st Air Force, training in Texas preparatory to

fighting side by side with our boys in the Pacific, found themselves

barred from restaurants, amusement places, and stores by signs which

read "NO Mexicans and dogs can enter." Such conditions give our

Latin American friends reason to doubt the sincerity of our "Good

Neighbor" policy, and the situation is not improved by the refusal of

a Texas restaurant to serve Senator Eugenio Prado, Deputy Teofilo

Borunda, and the municipal president of Chiahuahua during a courtesy

visit to the United States. 1 The excuse given is that the men were

Mexicans. Although their rank made this incident particularly em-

barrassing on both sides of the Rio Grande, it is no different in

principal from many others.

What the Council Is Doing

The Home Missions Council ministers to Spanish-speaking people

in the course of its program for migrants. Religious services which

are conducted on an interracial basis whenever possible, are deeply

appreciated due in part, doubtless, to the fact that Council workers

are always ready to help with specific personal problems.

In Blissfield, Michigan, Council workers investigated the exclusion

from the schools of many of the children of Mexican American mi-

grants. They found that in many cases the reason given was that

the children knew so little English that they constituted a burden for

the teacher and a drawback for the other children. To meet this

problem, the Council established a summer school that would enable

the children to improve their English. This experiment led to far-

reaching efforts by the State.

In Fisher, Minnesota, Protestants and Roman Catholics realized

that the needs of 1500 Mexican Americans in their midst constituted

so great a problem that neither could handle it successfully alone.

1
—"Mexico and U.S. Racism," Commonweal, June 22, 1945, p. 236,
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The answer was cooperation, Catholics and Protestants uniting their

efforts in a well grounded program.

In a California county, permanent residents of Mexican ancestry

faced the same prejudices encountered by Spanish-speaking migrants

and Mexican Nationals. "No Mexicans" was a common sign in stores

and other business establishments. The Council representative talked

with business men, personally and before their civic clubs. He stressed

not only the fact that discrimination was un-Christian and un-American

but that it was also unsound business practice. Finally, the signs dis-

appeared and Spanish-speaking people were allowed to trade in prac-

tically all the business houses.

In southern Minnesota, a Council worker helped overcome local

prejudices when she arranged for a chorus of Mexican American

children, sons and daughters of agricultural workers, to sing God
Bless America as a specialty number at a Saturday night band concert.

As a follow-up, Mexican American women were invited by women's
clubs for exchanges of ideas on needlework.

Staff members of the Home Missions Council held English and
Spanish classes once or twice each week for Mexican Nationals. As
a result, almost 200 of them who came to this country as illiterates

returned to their homeland able to read and write. Council workers

also conducted sports and recreation programs and offered personal

services such as interpreting for the Mexicans in the stores, purchasing

needed supplies, taking them to the doctor or dentist, helping them

with legal problems, and seeing that they were not exploited.

In a California cotton camp, Mexican Nationals reported to the

Council worker that they were without shower facilities. When ap-

proached, the employer took the view that the Mexicans did not deserve

showers and would not take them if they were available, whereupon
the Council worker protested to the County Health Officers. The
Health Officer demanded that showers be provided. Later the grower

said to the Council worker, "I think you did a good thing for both

the men and me. They do deserve to have showers and I should have

realized it."

These efforts represent an honest attempt to see, understand, and

solve a problem, but they must be multiplied many times over before

we can speak of "liberty and justice for all" without a twinge of

conscience when we remember the Spanish-speaking Americans.

What You Can Do
1. Extend to Mexican Nationals the ordinary courtesies you

would expect if you were working or travelling in a country

whose language and customs differed from your own.

2. Use your influence to combat "No Mexicans" signs in

stores, eating places, and theaters. Discuss the matter in your

civic clubs, P.T.A. groups, etc. and write letters to the editors

of your local papers.

3. If Mexican Nationals are present in large groups, arrange

for joint celebrations of their holidays and ours.

4. Welcome children of Spanish-speaking Americans in your

schools and Sunday schools.

5. Welcome Spanish-speaking American men and women
into your churches, church groups, community clubs, etc.

6. Find out how you can be of assistance to the Home
Missions Council in ministering to the needs of Spanish-speak-

ing people.

THE WHITE PROBLEM
"Senora, why is it that in the United States dark people and white

people don't worship in the same churches?" The speaker was a house

servant of an American woman living in Puerto Rico.

The American woman was sorely troubled. She had asked Maria to

come to her with her problems but she felt helpless and ashamed in

the face of this simple question. Finally, at a loss for a more explicit

answer, she said, "Maria, my people just aren't Christian enough yet." 1

1

—

Nueva Senda, Evangelical Bulletin issued by the Interdenominational Council of
Spanish-speaking Work, February, 1946, p. 2.



Other observers have seen in us what the Puerto Rican woman
saw, and have been distressed by the disparity between our ideals and

the practical working out of these ideals. In 194S an article in the

Mexican bi-monthly Ledum declared, "Racial discrimination . . . exists

because there are North Americans who believe themselves to be

superior beings. North Americans are waging a war against Germany

and against the ideas for which Germany is fighting, one of which

is the superiority of the Aryan. But that group of North Americans

who despise the Mexican has become seduced by the racial ideas of

Germany. And above all: the United States, while opposing the racial

theories of Germany, feeds, sustains and cultivates this racism in its

own territory against Mexicans and Negroes, and in many sections

of the country the Mexican is more despised than the Negro."2

Lillian Smith, author of the novel Strange Fruit, suggests that the

very term "Negro problem" which we use to cover one aspect of the

racial question is in fact "projecting upon the Negro the millstone

that our conscience had hung around our own soul.

"We study the Negro," she says, "in order to keep from having to

study the white man. We try in every possible way to shut ourselves

away from the problem of the white man and his feelings about him-

self. To successfully segregate the Negro from as much of our life

as possible, were compelled to segregate our life from everything

that would remind us of our conflict. We tried to shut ourselves away

from books, and from science wherever it touched on human relation-

ships. We especially feared psychiatry and psycho-analysis for we

knew in our hearts that psychiatrists could tell us things about

ourselves that we could not bear to hear." 3

They might tell us, for example, that "Each racial type runs the

gamut from idiots and criminals to geniuses and statesmen. No type

produces a majority of individuals from either end of the scale. There

2—Woodbridge, "Mexico and U. S. Racism", op. cit., p. 235.

3—From "The White Christian and His Conscience", an address given at Ford Halt,

Boston, in the spring of 1945, and published in pamphlet form by the South
Today Press, Clayton, Georgia.

are no racial monopolies of either human virtues or human vices."4

Or they might say, "Racialism is ... a cloak for selfish economic aims

which in their uncloaked nakedness would look ugly enough. And it

is not scientifically grounded."

Nor is there a general acknowledgment of white, Nordic, Aryan
superiority. A nine-year-old Swedish boy, for example, was sent to

a mental clinic because he persisted in calling himself Isaac Cohen
instead of using his own Scandinavian name, and he had developed a

habit of carrying around a Hebrew newspaper which he pretended

to read. The psychiatrists who examined him discovered that he was
the only Swede in a community where there were many Jews, and

that the classmates he most admired were Jewish.^

Dr. McLean sees the universal conflict of all human beings as a

struggle between passive, dependent longings, embodied in the desire

for security, and the more aggressive desires involved in ambition.

Richard Wright, noted Negro author, says in the introduction to

Black Metropolis, by St. Clair Drake and Horace R. Clayton, "Men
still cling to the emotional basis of life that the feudal order gave

them, while living and striving in a world whose every turn of the

wheel, throb of the engine, and conquest of space deny its validity.

This dual aspect of living is our riven consciousness, our tension, our

anxiety."''

Shortly after the adoption of the Ives-Quinn Law Against Dis-

crimination, a New York office worker asserted angrily, "It isn't a

Fair Employment Law at all. It discriminates against old stock

Americans because if hard times come, employers will be afraid to

fire Jews and Negroes because they are protected by law. They will

fire the rest of us, even though we are better workers, because we
have no protection. It's just a cheap political scheme to get Negro
and Jewish votes, and it isn't fair to the rest of us

!"

4—Hooton, E. A., Apes, Men, and Morons, G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York, 1936.
quoted by Dubois, Rachel Davis in Get Together Americans, op. cit., p. 236.

6—Dubois, Rachel Davis

—

Build Toether Americans, op. cit., p. 34.

7—Ibid, p. 162.
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The speaker was not a wicked woman and she was, perhaps, of

average intelligence, but she was no longer young. Her thriving travel

business had been wrecked by the war, and she was struggling to

gain a foothold in another field at a fraction of her former salary.

Longing for the past, hating the present, fearful of the future, she

stands as a prototype of insecure white humanity trying to maintain

itself in an uncertain time. Self-preservation is the strongest instinct

in primitive man and one does not have to seek among the abnormal

and the degenerate to find people who are willing to build their own

security on the insecurity of others whose skins are darker or whose

backgrounds are different from their own.

That is the law of the jungle, but is there no other way? Dr.

McLean suggests that if the race problem is to be solved, both sides

will have to renounce part of their claims. For the white man, she

says, this means renunciation of the omnipotence and power which

he claims but does not actually possess.8

Christianity would answer that there is the way of repentence, which

involves not only a confession of past errors, but also a turning away

from these mistakes and the choosing of a better course in the future.

Many churches reject some of the implications of the Sacrament of

Penance, but all Christians believe in examining themselves, admitting

their failings, and bringing their lives more nearly into line with

their religious principles. Perhaps the time has come when we must

do this, not only as individuals, but as a group, confessing and turning

from the corporate sins of our race.

Rachel Davis-Dubois suggests that we confess our sins by facing

them squarely and calling them by their right names. "Intolerance"

she says, "must be called frustration and weakness. Thoughtlessness

must be called selfishness. Rationalization must be called lying. Fool-

ing oneself must be seen as worse than fooling others. Involuntary

segregation and discrimination must be seen as dehumanizing."9

8—Ibid, p. 163.

9—Build Together Americans, op. cit., p. 133.

What the Council Is Doing

The Home Missions Council is aggressively trying to break down
prejudices and to give opportunity to those who have been victims

of prejudice. Occasionally, as in the matter of a Christian Approach
to the Jews, the Council serves as a clearing house for conferring and
exchanges of experience on the part of the constituent denominations.

Elsewhere, as in work among Indians, sharecroppers and agricul-

tural migrants, Council workers go greatly into the field and serve

where they are needed.

Sometimes racial tensions are eased by proving on a basis of experi-

ence that people of different races can worship or enjoy wholesome

recreation together. Sometimes, where the tensions are too severe

and the past history of segregation is too deeply entrenched to be over-

come at once, efforts are made to raise the level of depressed groups

to the point where they can respect themselves and, on their own
merits, claim the respect of others.

The Council sees a white man, insecure and needy, but arrogant.

It looks on black men, red men, yellow men, men with swarthy skins

and sharp features, men with dark skins who speak in musical Spanish

cadences—and it sees that they are insecure and bitter. In all areas

of its work, to the limit of its ability and resources, the Council is

trying to bring these people together, not in sentimental gestures, but

in an intelligent recognition of their mutual interdependence and

their common claim upon the Fatherhood of God.

"O Christ the Elder Brother

Of proud and beaten men,

When they have found each other

Thy Kingdom will come then."
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What You Can Do

1. Refrain from referring to members of minority groups

as "Niggers," "Japs," "Chinks," "Wops," Hunkies," and

"Sheenies."

2. Accept racial differences as a matter of course, not as a

basis for a fancied sense of superiority."

3. Train your children to understand that all Americans, re-

gardless of race, creed, and color, have equal rights.

4. Cooperate with your local schools in their attempts at

intercultural education.

5. Work with others against discrimination in your city,

your job, your union, and your clubs.

6. Do not repeat idle rumors about racial or religious groups.

7. Read authentic information about one or more of

America's minority groups.

8. Several of the transcriptions in the series of radio pro-

grams entitled Adventures U.S.A. deal with minority groups

and their treatment. These programs, designed primarily for

adolescents, but also interesting to adults, were prepared by a

joint committee of the Congregational, Methodist, and Presby-

terian churches, and the Missionary Education Movement.

Write to the Joint Radio Committee, 287 Fourth Avenue, New

York, N. Y., for further information. Perhaps the Ministerial

Association in your community will be interested in having

these programs broadcast over your local station.

9. Interest your local Woman's Club or P.T.A. in sponsoring

an intercultural "Community Sing" or 'Festival of Nations."

10. Refrain from telling jokes which ridicule members of a

minority group. Do not encourage others in the telling of such

jokes.

This pamphlet was prepared by Pauline Shortridge
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